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Introduction
Cell lines are the cornerstone of cancer research and drug 
screening studies. The availability of a variety of NGS-based 
molecular datasets generated in different laboratories using 
cancer cell lines has paved the way for their integrative analysis 
and interpretation.1 However, even established cell lines 
undergo continuous genetic alterations over the cumulative 
number of passaging and culture conditions to display signifi-
cant clonal variations.2-6 Recently, Ben-David et al.3 have pro-
vided compelling evidence of heterogeneity in cancer cell lines 
cultured in different laboratories in terms of their mutational 
and chromosomal aberrations, gene expression, and drug 
response. Consequently, clonal variations in cancer cell lines 
due to genetic drift and culture conditions can adversely impact 
experimental outcomes. Moreover, the integration of genomic 
datasets derived from different clones/strains will yield unreli-
able conclusions. Therefore, there is a strong need for a rapid 
first-pass assessment method that can help scientists to meas-
ure and compare the variations in a particular cell line obtained 

from different sources without the involvement of any elabo-
rate computational algorithms or any detailed and complex 
experimental investigations. The main aim is to perform a sim-
ple quality control check of cell line stocks using WGS reads to 
measure the extent of their variability and help assist in simpli-
fying decision-making process while combining or integrating 
cancer datasets or their downstream results such as gene 
expression and drug response.

Given adequate bioinformatics support, WGS-derived 
genetic profiles reproduce the results of experimental approaches 
at higher resolution. Therefore, in theory, strain differences in 
cancer cell lines can be established by identifying single-nucleo-
tide variants and/or CNVs through computational analyses of 
their WGS data.7-11 Over the years, several read depth (RD)-
based tools9,12,13 were available to detect the ploidy level and 
CNVs from WGS data which can be utilized for analysis of 
strain difference. However, some tools are built on licensed soft-
ware and some necessitate advanced computational skills and 
knowledge-based tunings, such as a matched/reference control 
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or ploidy information. Additionally, many tools require high-
coverage data or auxiliary information (mappability, GC-content, 
gap regions, etc.) or a specific format of input data. Therefore, 
there is a space for developing a computational tool that offers a 
simple data visualization platform for measuring clonal variabil-
ity of cancer cell lines from raw WGS reads without going into 
too much technical detail.

Hence, we developed a Python-based software, AStra 
(Aneuploidy Spectrum [detection] through read depth analy-
sis) for rapid analysis of clonal variations in cancer cell lines by 
extracting their copy-number information directly from input 
WGS BAM (Binary Alignment Map) files without any 
requirement of a matched sample or auxiliary information. 
AStra first computes the segmental aneuploidy profile that 
captures the elementary knowledge of the copy number state 
(interval) of large genomic segments. For that, AStra estimates 
the copy number (CN) reference (CN = 2), even from low-pass 
sequencing data, by employing a multimodal distribution that 
streamlines the majority of genomic segments in the range of 
2N to 4N based on the knowledge base of karyotypic informa-
tion of majority of cancer cell lines.14 The aneuploidy informa-
tion of genomic segments is then projected as a frequency 
distribution to obtain the aneuploidy spectrum that can be 
visually interpreted to distinguish different cancer cell lines as 
well as clonal variants.

In a proof-of-concept study, using exclusively WGS data-
sets of 27 strains of MCF7 breast cancer cell line obtained from 
different sources, AStra reproduced strain-specific differences 
in aneuploidy profiles as reported earlier utilizing diploid refer-
ence samples and previously-reported ploidy information.3 
Using simulated genomes with variable degrees of aneuploidy, 
we further established that AStra can accurately trace the arti-
ficially-introduced changes in the aneuploidy spectrum. 
Additionally, using 19 cancer cell line datasets with variable 
levels of structural variations and data coverage, we showed 
that AStra can effectively capture aneuploidy spectra of cancer 
cell lines at high speed (in minutes). Therefore, AStra-based 
aneuploidy spectrum analysis provides a rapid and reliable 
first-pass quality control method to assess the impact of genetic 
drift or strain differences in cancer cell lines.

Methods
AStra framework

AStra utilizes the RD frequency distribution and the RD seg-
ments (binned at 100 kb) to identify the most-fitted segmental 
aneuploidy profile. In the absence of karyotype information, 
AStra robustly estimates the segmental aneuploidy profile of a 
cell line based on 2 assumptions. First, CN reference (CN = 2) 
is the RD value that best allocates genomic segments into inte-
ger CN states.15 Second, the majority of genomic segments 
should have CN states ranging from 2N to 4N.14

AStra first scans the RD frequency distribution to infer the 
candidate CN reference. For that, we employed 6 models 

(m1-m6) of unimodal/multimodal distributions for fitting the 
RD signal. Unimodal models are normal distributions with 
mean at 2N, 3N and 4N CN states, whereas multimodal models 
are generated by combining these unimodal models (Figure 1a). 
We utilize each model (m) separately to find the model-specific 
CN reference (CNm) in 2 steps. First, we compute initial CN 
reference (CNmi) that achieves the maximum overlap between 
each model and the RD frequency distribution of the input cell 
line. Second, we use the RD segments, computed using Pruned 
Exact Linear Time (PELT) method,16 to find the model-associ-
ated CN reference (CNm) by scanning the CN reference interval 
(1.9N to 2.1N) around the CNmi (Figure 1b). This CNm best 
assigns the majority of genomic segments to integer/near-inte-
ger CN states and achieves the minimum centralization error 
(CE), the weighted summation of differences between the esti-
mated copy numbers of CN-designated RD segments and their 
CN states. The final CN reference is then chosen out of these 6 
candidate references (CN1-6) that yields the lowest CE (Figure 
1b). In the end, we obtain a collection of CN-designated RD 
segments within their corresponding CN state. Each CN state 
(1N, 2N, 3N, . . .) is a representative value for each CN interval 
(from 0.5N-1.5N, 1.5N-2.5N, 2.5N-3.5N, and so on respec-
tively). Next, we compute the aneuploidy spectrum that displays 
contributions of different genomic segments with different CN 
states. Finally, we extract the CN-associated features such as cel-
lular ploidy and whole-genome ploidy level.

RD frequency distribution. Cancer cells exhibit a multimodal 
distribution of RD signal due to widespread genetic and chro-
mosomal aberrations. Given that most cancer cell lines are 
either diploid, triploid or tetraploid,14 the majority of genomic 
segments will therefore have copy numbers ranging between 
2N to 4N. Hence, we build 6 RD frequency distributions as the 
weighted summation of Gaussian/normal distributions cen-
tralized at 2N, 3N and 4N CN states to compute the candidate 
CN reference (Figure 1a):
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where i is the common CN state (2, 3, 4) and c is a constant for 
the normalization of the probability distribution function. The 

standard deviation (σ) is chosen as 0.5/3 to make 99% of each 
Gaussian distribution within a single CN interval of unit 
width. This ensures the complete isolation between CN states 
by setting f x( ) = 0  at the boundaries of CN intervals (1.5, 2.5, 
3.5, and 4.5).

Estimation of candidate CN reference. For each model (m), the 
initial CN reference (CNmi) is defined as the RD value that 

Figure 1. AStra framework: (a) RD frequency distribution, extracted from WGS reads, is scanned against 6 prospective models (m1-m6) to identify the 

initial CN reference candidates (CN1i-6i). (b) RD segments are utilized for fine-tuning the initial CN reference candidates by searching their narrow intervals 

(1.9CN-2.1CN). For each interval, the CN reference candidate (CN1-6) are the RD value that best allocates the RD segments around integer CN states. 

Final CN reference is selected with lowest centralization error.
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achieves the maximum matching between the RD frequency 
distribution r x( )  and the model (m) frequency distribution 
f x( )  (Figure 1a). The RD interval [ , ]s e  is divided into n 

equally-spaced RD values. At each RD value k , f xk ( )  is gen-
erated assuming that this is the CN reference (2N) and a rank 
Rk  is computed as:

R r j f j k s ek
j s

e

k= ∈
=
∑ ( ) * ( ), [ , ]

Finally, RD value k  with the maximum rank Rk  is chosen as 
the initial CN reference (CNmi).

Centralization error. Given a candidate CN reference, we first 
merge the neighboring genomic segments under a specific CN 
interval to divide the genome into contiguous RD segments 
with distinct integer CN states. Then, we compute the centrali-
zation error (CE) to measure the degree of localization of these 
segments around integer CN states (Supplemental Figure 1a):
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where i is the RD segment index, j is the CN state, RDi  is the 
median RD per segment, CNi  is the copy number of the seg-
ment, CNR is the candidate CN reference, Si  is the CN state 
of the segment (round-to-nearest value of CNi ), Wi  is the 
width of the segment i, and CE j  is the centralization error of 
segments of CN state j.

Features of the aneuploidy profile. Many attributes can be 
extracted from the aneuploidy profile. First, the centralization 
score (CS) is computed as the percentage of RD segments that 
are close to their integer CN state (Supplemental Figure 1b):
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where i is the RD segment index, CNi  is the copy number of 
the segment, Si  is the CN state of the segment, and Wi  is the 
width of the segment i. Second, we compute the cellular 
(tumor) ploidy as the average of the observed copy numbers 
across the entire genome.17,18 Third, we define the whole-
genome ploidy level of cancer cell lines as diploid, triploid or 
tetraploid based on the CN state that harbors the maximum 
percentage of genomic segments.

Results
AStra framework provides a pragmatic solution for 
effective comparison of different strains of cancer 
cell lines

RD signal provides a coverage-dependent numerical count of 
reads. However, for effective comparison among strains/cell 
lines of different coverages, the RD signal must be scaled to the 
standardized CN state. For that, AStra computes aneuploidy 
profile which is the normalized version of RD signal with the 
CN state information of every genomic bin (locus). Additionally, 
aneuploidy spectrum is the normalized RD signal frequency 
distribution that summarizes the percentage contribution of 
genomic bins with different CN states. For aneuploidy profil-
ing, our fundamental assumption is that most genomic seg-
ments have near-integer copy number values.15,19 Correct 
estimation of CN reference (CN = 2) is a prerequisite for accu-
rate computation of CN states. We envisage that any tool will 
estimate CN reference using either of the 2 guiding principles. 
The first one is termed as RD scanning (RDS) method which 
is inspired by ABSOLUTE19 and the second guiding principle 
is the multimodal distribution scanning (MMDS) method 
inspired by nQuire20 (Supplemental Figure 2). In the RDS 
method, the RD signal range of the input sample is divided 
into m equally spaced RD values. Each RD value is considered 
as a candidate CN reference and the centralization error (CE) 
is computed. The CN reference is selected which yields the 
least CE. In the case of MMDS, a single multimodal distribu-
tion, comprising summation of normal distributions central-
ized at 2N to 10N, is used to fit the input RD signal distribution. 
CN reference is computed as the RD value that achieves the 
maximum overlapping between the 2 distributions. However, 
we believe that these methods may not find the accurate CN 
reference because they bestowed equal weightage to different 
CN states. Hence, a combination of 1N and 2N states is equally 
probable as the combination of 2N and 4N states. In other 
words, if we have 2 genomic loci with RD values of 100 and 
200 reads/bin, CN of these segments can be inferred equally 
likely to be 1N and 2N, or 2N and 4N, or 3N and 6N, and so 
on, respectively. To overcome this problem, we have taken 
advantage of the common knowledge that almost all estab-
lished and widely-used cancer cell lines have cellular ploidy 
ranging from diploid to tetraploid based on American Type 
Culture Collection (ATCC), CCLE (Cancer Cell Line 
Encyclopedia)21 and COSMIC (Catalogue Of Somatic 
Mutations In Cancer)22 database information. Therefore, 
AStra presents a pragmatic solution by narrowing down the 
RD values to specifically target combinations that favor alloca-
tion of the majority of genomic segments to 2N, 3N and 4N 
CN states. This underscores the reason for choosing 6 prospec-
tive models (m1-m6) for estimating CN reference (Figure 1a).

For evaluating AStra approach, we first computed the 
genome-wide RD signals of 27 strains of MCF7 cell line 
reported earlier3 by counting the number of WGS reads mapped 
to the genomic locus of specified bin size of 100 kb. The 
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primary advantage of large binning is that the RD signal can be 
readily estimated from low-coverage (<1x) WGS data. Visual 
inspection revealed that genome-wide RD signals of 27 strains 
vary significantly suggesting pervasive chromosomal alterations 

Figure 2. Aneuploidy signature reveals the genetic variations among the MCF7 strains. The genome-wide aneuploidy profiles (left) and aneuploidy 

spectra (right) for MCF7 strain C, G, H, P, and S are shown. Genomic loci in aneuploidy profiles are colored based on their copy number states (CN state 

1 and 2: black, CN state 3 and 4: blue, CN state 4 and above: red). The aneuploidy spectrum shows the normalized RD frequency distribution where the 

dotted black lines denote the CN states whereas the red line denotes the median RD signal.

in MCF7 cell line cultured in different labs (Figure 2). Then, we 
compared AStra-derived aneuploidy profiles of 27 MCF7 
strains (Supplemental Table 1) with their CNV profiles reported 
earlier.3 In the original study, Ben-David et al. utilized known 
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genome-wide ploidy level of MCF7 (triploid to tetraploid) and 
a panel of normal samples as a diploid reference to compute the 
relative CNV profiles of these strains. Remarkably, AStra suc-
cessfully identified the correct aneuploidy profiles of all 27 
strains as interpreted in the original study3 without the require-
ment of any reference control or ploidy information. Visually, 
both aneuploidy profiles and aneuploidy spectra demonstrated 
remarkable differences between MCF7 strains (Figure 2, 
Supplemental Figure 3). For example, chromosome (chr) 2 
showed variable copy numbers (3N or 4N) among strains C, G, 
H, P, and S while chr 4 exhibited copy number of 3N for all 
strains (Figure 2). Similarly, we noticed considerable variations 
in aneuploidy spectra of 27 strains in terms of the number and 
amplitude of CN peaks. Thus, aneuploidy spectrum provides a 
simple histogram-based graphical signature of aneuploidy pro-
file of cancer cell lines that can be effectively used for visual 
comparison of different strains of a cell line.

Notably, the cytogenetic analysis of metaphase chromosome 
spreads showed that the ploidy level of MCF7 strains is either 
hypertriploid or hypotetraploid23 with a modal chromosome 
number of 82 (range 66-87) as reported by ATCC. CN states are 
detected as distinct peaks in aneuploidy spectrum. We found 
that majority of genomic segments of the 27 MCF7 strains have 
CNs around 3N (e.g., C, G and H) or 4N (e.g., P and S) (Figure 
2, Supplemental Figure 3). Therefore, given only whole-genome 
ploidy level of a cell line, aneuploidy spectrum can validate the 
correctness of AStra result. For example, if karyotyping suggests 
the modal chromosome number of a cell line to be triploid/near-
triploid, then the majority of genomic segments should be allo-
cated around 3N CN state in aneuploidy spectrum.

It is important to note that these 27 MCF7 strains have dif-
ferent gene expression profiles and display differential sensitiv-
ity to cancer drug treatments.3 These phenotypic differences 
can be possibly attributed to the variations in their aneuploidy 
spectra.24 Therefore, we recommend to employ aneuploidy 
spectrum analysis for rapid assessment of strain-level 
variations.

AStra successfully identif ies the characteristic 
aneuploidy spectra of cancer cell lines

We next evaluated the ability of AStra to detect aneuploidy 
spectrum in a robust manner using simulated data as well as 
using publicly available WGS datasets (Supplemental Table 2). 
For the simulated data, we used an in-house-derived method15 
(see Extended Methods under Supplemental Information) to 
manipulate the WGS reads of HG00119 (1000 Genomes 
Project sample of a diploid male) preserving the inherent sys-
tematic biases of the sequencing data. Using this approach, we 
generated 21 “artificial chromosomes” (chr 2 to chr 22) by intro-
ducing large-scale (>1 Mb) CN gain or loss regions randomly 
in HG00119 genome. We further created 21 “neo-genomes” 
comprising 23 chromosomes by merging the original HG00119 
chromosomes and the “artificial chromosome(s)” in different 

combinations. In the first neo-genome (A), for example, we 
replaced the “original” chr 2 of HG00119 with “artificial” chr 2 
keeping other chromosomes intact. Similarly, the second neo-
genome (B) contains artificial chr 2 and 3, while the rest are 
from HG00119. We then progressively added more artificial 
chromosomes to create additional neo-genomes (C to U). We 
intentionally excluded 2 chromosomes (chr 1 and chr X) from 
any manipulation to evaluate the robustness of AStra’s CN ref-
erence estimation using these chromosomes as positive controls. 
These neo-genomes represent copy number aberrations of dif-
ferent complexity that can be used for evaluating AStra’s perfor-
mance. We repeated this simulation 4 times with different 
combinations of artificially-introduced CN gain or loss regions 
to create 84 neo-genomes. Our evaluation showed that AStra 
could identify the segmental aneuploidy of all neo-genomes (A 
to U) and compute their CN references (CN = 2) accurately 
(Supplemental Figure 4) as evidenced by the correct estimation 
of CN states of “unmodified” chr 1 and chr X as 2N and 1N 
respectively.

Next, we applied AStra on 22 public WGS datasets that 
include 19 cancer cell lines and three 1000 Genomes Project 
samples of varying genome-wide ploidy levels that were experi-
mentally verified (Supplemental Table 2). As demonstrated for 
MCF7 strains, AStra successfully assigned the genomic segments 
to correct CN states in all cancer cell lines. These CN states are 
detected as peaks of input RD signal distribution (Figure 3a; fre-
quency distribution histograms). Second, for most cell lines, the 
majority of genomic segments are assigned around the CN state 
corresponding to their reported genome-wide ploidy levels 
(Figure 3a; Supplemental Figure 5–7 and Table 2). However, 
aneuploidy spectra derived from WGS data of few cancer cell 
lines, such as MDA-MB-468, T47D, PC3, K562, etc., do not 
conform to the reported ploidy. We cannot verify if these 4 cancer 
WGS datasets were generated using cell line stocks that have 
undergone extensive clonal variation and therefore not reflecting 
the reported karyotype information. Nevertheless, AStra could 
compute aneuploidy spectra of these cancer cell lines with a wide 
range of aneuploidy levels, e.g., from no/negligible aneuploidy 
(Supplemental Figure 5) to low aneuploidy (Supplemental Figure 
6) to high-level aneuploidy (Supplemental Figure 7).

It is noteworthy to mention that WGS datasets for the 
majority of cancer cell lines were collected from low-coverage 
“input” DNA control data of ChIP-seq experiments. This sup-
ports the idea that aneuploidy profiles can be easily extracted 
from diverse genome-wide NGS datasets that are publicly avail-
able without the additional cost of performing targeted WGS. 
As far as computation time is concerned, AStra computes the 
aneuploidy profiles and anuploidy spectra of low-coverage (<3x) 
data in less than 3 minutes and high-coverage (~28x) in about 
15 minutes (Supplemental Table 2). Taking together, AStra pro-
vides a visual framework for rapidly studying aneuploidy signa-
tures of cancer cell lines that should be taken into consideration 
before integrative analyses of cancer datasets generated by differ-
ent scientific laboratories across the globe.
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Figure 3. Centralization errors as a function of copy number reference (CN Ref) are computed for various cancer cell lines (a) and different MCF7 strains 

(b). (Top panel) The centralization errors based on CN reference (RD value corresponding to CN = 2) computed by AStra, RDS, and MMDS methods are 

denoted by the red circle, black square, and blue square respectively. (Bottom panel) The corresponding aneuploidy spectra of cancer cell lines and 

MCF7 strains are shown where the dotted black lines denote the CN states whereas the red line denotes the median RD signal.
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AStra approach is more robust in identifying CN 
states compared to RDS and MMDS methods
To illustrate the computational advantage of AStra approach 
over RDS and MMDS methods, we applied them on simu-
lated datasets (neo-genomes A to U) as well as cancer datasets. 
We plotted the CEs for all CN candidates by scanning the 
entire range of values of the RD signal (Figure 3; Supplemental 
Figures 8 and 9). In general, for simulated datasets, we observed 
that CN references computed by AStra, RDS, and MMDS 
methods are identical (Supplemental Figure 8). In contrast, for 
19 cancer datasets and MCF7 strains, CN reference varies con-
siderably across these 3 methods (Figure 3; Supplemental 
Figure 9). As shown previously, CN reference and CN states 
computed by AStra match accurately for all cancer datasets. 
However, RDS method failed to identify the correct CN refer-
ence and consequently correct aneuploidy spectra of 12 MCF7 
strains (A, F, K, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, and Z) and 8 cancer cell 
lines (697, CAL-51, K562, MDA-MB-231, MOLT-4, 
SK-N-SH, SUM159, and T47D) (Supplemental Tables 1 and 
2). Similarly, the MMDS method was unable to find the cor-
rect CN reference of 8 MCF7 strains (A, F, S, T, U, W, Y, and 
Z) and 6 cancer cell lines (697, CAL-51, K562, 22Rv1, MOLT-
4, SUM159, and T47D) (Supplemental Tables 1 and 2). 
Interestingly, we found that CE is a non-convex function and 
has many local minima. Therefore, the CN reference corre-
sponding to the global minimum of the CE may not be always 
correct (Figure 3; Supplemental Figure 9).

The successful allocation of genomic segments into distinct 
CN states depends mainly on the degree of separation of RD 
signal corresponding to these segments. In other words, if the 
RD signal peaks corresponding to genomic segments are well 
separated (eg, simulated data in Supplemental Figure 4), all the 
3 methods can accurately estimate the CN states of these seg-
ments. Therefore, the discordance between 3 methods, in the 
case of real cancer datasets, may be attributed to the centraliza-
tion score (CS) that approximately measures the degree of 
separation between different CN states (peaks) in the aneu-
ploidy spectrum.

We analyzed the CSs of 27 MCF7 strains and 19 cancer 
cell lines. Although all 27 strains have similar coverage 
(~0.5x), their CSs vary remarkably (Supplemental Figure 
10a). Interestingly, we noticed that strains whose CN refer-
ences were wrongly identified by both RDS and MMDS 
methods generally have low CSs. We observed the same 
problem in the case of T47D, K562, 22Rv1, and CAL-51 
cancer cell lines as well (Supplemental Figure 10b). Inte-
restingly, the variation in CS across strains and cancer cell 
lines is independent of their whole-genome ploidy level and 
coverage (Supplemental Figure 10). Overall, the CS reflects 
an interesting feature of the WGS data that can be inter-
preted from aneuploidy spectrum. We opined that CS holds 
the clue for assessment of the quality of the sample where low 
CS may be attributed to sample-driven bias such as sample 
heterogeneity or cross-contamination.

Discussion
The meteoric rise of NGS-based techniques has provided easy 
access to WGS reads from various experiments. Even in the 
absence of targeted WGS of cancer cell lines, the genome 
sequencing reads are readily available from alternate sources such 
as ChIP-seq or Hi-C experiments. For example, the input DNA 
control of a ChIP-seq experiment provides the WGS data albeit 
at a low coverage. Similarly, reads from Hi-C experiments can be 
effectively used for computing RD signal.25-28 Therefore, the free 
access of NGS reads from hundreds of cancer cell lines has paved 
the way for easy sharing as well as integrative analyses of data. 
However, caution should be employed before integrating differ-
ent datasets generated using the same cell line in different labs in 
the light of widespread concerns about genetic drift in cultured 
cell lines over time. Therefore, there is an urgent need for a “vis-
ual indicator” for rapid assessment of concordance/discordance 
of scientific datasets generated using cancer cell lines.

Several RD-based computational tools have been developed 
to compute ploidy level and CNVs. These genomic and genetic 
alterations represent unique features that can be used as a “digital 
signature” for the identification and verification of cancer cell 
lines. Many RD-based CNV detection tools are around for com-
prehensive discovery and genotyping of copy-number events by 
employing various statistical and modeling parameters, with each 
based on different software and requiring a specific format of 
input files and/or additional information (such as reference sam-
ple, auxiliary files for bias correction, cellular ploidy, whole-
genome ploidy level, gain/loss percentage, etc.) 9,12,13. For example, 
FREEC29 uses the whole-genome ploidy level to define the CN 
states while ReadDepth30 uses gain/loss percentage to adjust the 
underlying Poisson/negative binomial distribution. Consequently, 
these tools generally require longer computational processing 
time and knowledge-based tuning that limit their usage as a one-
stop solution for comparing the relatedness of strains of cell lines. 
We filled this gap by developing AStra, a standalone Python-
based free software that provides an atlas of aneuploid segments 
directly from WGS reads. AStra allows user to decide on con-
cordance of different strains by comparing the aneuploidy spectra 
and CN-associated features of the sample (strain) with the refer-
ence control (e.g., ATCC authenticated cell line stock).

AStra is a simple and easy-to-use tool where the user needs 
to only input the BAM file. The output files comprising ane-
uploidy profile, aneuploidy spectrum, and CN-associated fea-
tures (centralization score, cellular ploidy, genome-wide ploidy 
level, etc.) are generated within minutes. Although similar 
tools are available to estimate the ploidy level and assess the 
discordance between strains/samples,3,19,20,31,32 that are func-
tionally analogous to AStra, they have specific limitations. For 
example, ConPADE31 and ploidyNGS32 compute ploidy level 
by assessing the distribution of allele frequency at biallelic sin-
gle-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), which requires very 
high coverage SNP data. Recently, nQuire20 has been devel-
oped to estimate the whole-genome ploidy level by fitting the 
RD frequency distribution to pre-determined distributions 
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under each ploidy assumption. However, as demonstrated, can-
cer cell lines harbor variable combinations of ploidy levels that 
cannot be modeled using these fixed distributions. On the 
other hand, ABSOLUTE19 and Cell Strainer3 require seg-
mented RD/CNV profile as input, and cannot be applied on 
BAM file directly implying their dependence on additional 
tools to compute, normalize, and segment the RD signal. 
Additionally, Cell Strainer computes the copy number discord-
ance of a test sample relative to the reference CCLE (Cancer 
Cell Line Encyclopedia) cell line data generated using 
Affymetrix SNP6.0 arrays. However, it is noteworthy to men-
tion that the ideal reference sample is subjective and debatable. 
On the contrary, AStra can compute the absolute CN state of 
genomic loci independent of any reference sample.

On a different note, cell line authentication has attracted 
increased attention in recent years in the scientific community 
to ensure reproducibility of results that is currently verified 
using the standard STR (short tandem repeat) profiling.11 We 
believe authentication is a collective process to verify the iden-
tity of a cell line. The multi-level numerical, structural, and 
sequence alterations of chromosomes are difficult to capture 
using a single technique. Moreover, even the authenticated cell 
lines may evolve with time in continuous culture due to genetic 
drift.3 In this situation, in silico estimation of genetic alterations 
using genome sequencing reads can provide an alternative 
approach for the assessment of various aspects of the quality of 
cell lines. Therefore, we envisage that our NGS-based solution, 
AStra, can be a precursor for developing new tools for digital 
authentication of cell lines that can complement laboratory-
based verification techniques.
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